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Abstract
The channel response of various targets is modelled and used to simulate different fre-

quency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar configurations used for the detection
of suicide bombers. The 2D finite difference frequency domain (FDFD) analysis is used
to obtain the channel response of arbitrarily complex targets. The received signals of sim-
ulated FMCW waveforms are calculated and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images are
created using data from the full wave analysis. The waveforms and SAR images created
show differences in threat and non-threat targets which may facilitate target identification.

Introduction
• The main objective is to simulate a portable radar system to detect irregular

contours and materials on the surface of a human body [3].

Figure 1: General sketch of a van-based, high
resolution radar system for standoff detection
of potential suicide bombers.

• Significant advantage to develop-
ing a wide-aperture multistatic radar.
Multiple transmitters controlled si-
multaneously to illuminate small
portion of the target chest, see Fig-
ure 2

• Inverse relationship between the size
of the reflector and beamwidth of the
radiation pattern. Use of higher fre-
quencies ⇒ smaller reflector (more
portable).

Model description
• In general there are three parts of a communication system.

Figure 2: Three parts of a communication system

• Transmitted signal of FMCW radar is:

st(t) = Re{a(t)e jΩ(t)}

• Channel impulse response is computed with FDFD analysis and near-field to
near-field transformation:

G(ω) = Γ(ω)e jφΓ(ω) = F−1{g(t)}
• Received signal is the convolution of transmitted signal in time and channel

time response:
h(t) = st(t)

⊗
g(t) = F−1{G(ω)St(ω)}

Figure 3: Diagram of basic FMCW communication system, Green = transmitter, Red = Receiver,
Purple = Channel

• Transmitted signal of FMCW radar is:

st(t) = Re{a(t)e j(ωot+παt2+φo)}

• Received signal is mixed with the transmitting signal producing an intermedi-
ate frequency signal:

sIF(t) = Re{st(t)}Re{ht(t)}
• Intermediate frequency is lowpass filtered, and range profile is obtained via

the fourier transform:
F−1{sIF,LPF(t)}= SIF(ω)

Mutual Coupling
• Lack of full wave models which can compute radar cross section (RCS) of
arbitrarily complex targets.
• 2D FDFD used to simulate a uniform plane wave incident on geometry in
figure 4 A over 6 GHz bandwidth. Source and receivers are 1 meter ”south” of
scatterers (angle of incidence points north).
• Figure 4 D shows the result of mutual coupling between the two objects in
figure 4 A.

Figure 4: Mutual coupling analysis.
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Geometry of scatter-
ers used for FDFD
simulation. Lower
left is an elliptical
dielectric shell with
varying electric per-
mittivity. Upper right
is a square metal rect-
angle.
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Results

Figure 5: Simulation setup geometry.
Each red circle denotes one of the 13 uni-
form plane wave sources on planar aper-
ture.

Simulation Parameters:Simulation Parameters:Simulation Parameters:
• Bandwidth, B = 8GHz
• N f = 64, number of frequencies over B
• ∆ f = B

N f
= 125MHz

• Uniform plane waves at 13 different
incident angles per frequency.
• Range resolution = ∆R = c

2B = 0.01875
[cm]
• Max unambiguous range: Rmax = c

2∆ f =
1.2 [m]
• Synthetic aperture size = 1 [m]

• Presence of pipes on target causes a large spread of power in SAR images
due to more complex scattering, as was indicated in previous experimental data.
• Frequency response of threat target varies more sharply and is not periodic,

as was indicated in previous experimental data.

Figures 6-9: • Top image is the geometry used for the FDFD analysis. •Middle
image is the superposition of SAR image power as a function of incident trans-
mitted angle, ∑

13
n=1 I(θn) where I(θn) is the SAR image power. • Bottom image

is the standard deviation of normalized pixel power as a function of incident
transmitted angle.

Figure 6: Male no pipes

Figure 7: Male pipes
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Figure 8: Female no pipes

Figure 9: Female pipes
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